WORLD MEDIA EMPIRE

WORLDWIDE DEAL WITH SATELLITE TV
DISH NETWORK AND SLING TV
www.dish.com and www.sling.com
This is our 2nd major Television agreement for upcoming distribution with FOX TV being the first.

Dish Network is a top 3 satellite company with a Market Cap of 30 Billion
Dollars and annual revenues of 15 Billion dollars. This deal alone could
bring in billions over the next few years.

Below are the preliminary key terms of the agreement.

1.) 10‐year deal with Dish Network 14 Million Paying subscribers. Renewable.
2.) This is a Worldwide and National DEAL with Dish Network is across the United States
covering all 50 states and around the world 24‐Hours a day.
3.) World Media Empire, Inc. will be included in all of Dish’s basic packages for Satellite
subscribers which includes Dishes 14 million paying customers and on Sling TV.

4.)

World Media Empire will be included in all the below platforms:

APPLE TV, IOS, ANDROID TV, WINDOWS, CHROMECAST

5.) Deal includes Sling TV WWW.SLING.COM which will include our channels
for streaming and ON DEMAND worldwide.

6.) World Media will have the right to use of Dish’s name and logo trademark on all our
literature, Sales material, channels, and operations. In all our negotiations with
advertisers, promotions, websites, social media, on Demand, and internet operations.

7.) Dish request World Media Empire to put their
engineers in place now, and coordinate and work with
their uplink centers to facilitate the launch of our
channels. The uplink centers are located Los Angeles
and Colorado. We will also have distribution and uplink
and distribution centers in countries in Europe, Asia, and
Singapore. We expect to hire an additional 100 people.
8.) Dish’s Deal with World Media Empire is nonexclusive giving World Media Empire the right
to negotiate separate deals with other cable, satellite, and media platforms without the prior
consent or approval of Dish Network.
9.) World Media Empire, Inc. will pay Dish a carriage fee which covers all distribution
avenues available to Dish just like all other stations such as ESPN, Disney, ABC, HBO and
Showtime. World Media Empire will retain and keep all revenues and profits
from advertisers.

10.) *****We expect to add deals with AT&T Entertainment and Direct
TV with whom we are also negotiation with to wrap up with. AT&T/Direct
TV’s annual revenues per year are about 146 Billion dollars. ******

We will next begin to add Comcast, Time Warner, Charter communications, Apple, Google,
Chromecast. We expect to have nearly 100 avenues of distribution in place by years’ end. A few
are listed below. ***

***We expect to go public in 2 years.***
***Revenues from Advertising will be given to shareholders.***
We just bought the domain www.mworldtv.com which is a shortened version of
World Media Empire www.worldmediaempire.com it makes the website easier to remember.

